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Theory of resonance Raman scattering for finite and infinite polyenes
Bih-Yaw Jin and Robert Silbey
Department of Chemistry and Center for Materials Science and Engineering, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

~Received 15 August 1994; accepted 2 December 1994!

We investigate the resonance Raman scattering of finite and infinite polyenes. The connection
between the vibronic picture of Raman scattering and the third order perturbation approach normally
used in solid state physics for infinite systems is clarified. Starting from the Kramers–Heisenberg–
Dirac formula for the Raman scattering, we derive expressions for the Condon and Herzberg–Teller
terms for chains fromN52 ~a simple two-level system! to N5` ~a two-band system! by using the
standard vibronic picture. Close to resonance the Condon term dominates and converges to the usual
solid state result. In the off-resonance region, the Herzberg–Teller term is comparable to the Condon
term for both the small molecule and the solid state system. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Raman scattering is one of the most important metho
for probing the microscopic structures of molecules and bu
materials. For instance, it has been used to study the el
tronic and vibrational properties of such diverse materials
small molecules~e.g., I2!, semiconductors~e.g., Cu2O!, bio-
logical chromophores~e.g., bacteriorhodopsin!, mixed va-
lence compound~e.g., Wolffram’s red!, etc.1–4 Resonance
Raman scattering~RRS! arises when the photon energy o
the exciting beam is approximately equal to that of an ele
tronic absorption band. The intensity of the Raman band a
sociated with totally symmetric modes that are coupled to t
electronic excited state can then be enhanced by several
ders of magnitude. It is unfortunate, however, that the la
guage for the description of Raman scattering in vario
fields is quite different. In the vibronic approach,5,6 used con-
ventionally for small molecules or polymers, the Rama
cross section is expressed as a sum of the Condon
Herzberg–Teller terms. The parameters of excited states
pear explicitly through the Frank–Condon overlap or depe
dence of transition moment on the normal coordinates in t
vibronic picture of Raman scattering. The standard approa
used in solid state physics1,2,7 for the Raman cross section is
the third order perturbation theory in the electron-radiatio
and electron-phonon interaction. The parameters of excit
states are hidden in the electron-phonon coupling constan
the solid state picture. Although it is generally believed th
these two methods are equivalent to each other, there h
been very few attempts to examine the connections betwe
different descriptions.7,8

In order to make a connection between the vibronic pi
ture of Raman scattering and the standard third order pert
bation theory in solid state physics, we study the chain leng
dependence of resonance Raman scattering from a sim
two level system to a two band system using finite and in
nite polyenes as our model systems.8–11 In polyenes, the vi-
brations which involves a change of single and double bon
are directly coupled top2p* electronic transition and,
therefore, are strongly enhanced in RRS. For simplicity, on
the delocalized vibrations along dimerization mode are co
sidered in this work. Since RRS is very sensitive to the g
ometry of the excited state, how the excited state potent
J. Chem. Phys. 102 (10), 8 March 1995 0021-9606/95/102(10)/
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surface changes as a function of chain length and the effe
on RRS will be discussed at length. The effect of bounda
condition on the potential surface and the RRS for finit
systems and the relative importance of the Condon a
Herzberg–Teller terms in different spectral regions are als
discussed. The model we use for polyenes is too simplifie
for comparison to experiment; it does however illuminat
clearly the evolution of the RRS with chain length.

The paper is laid out as follows. In Sec. II, the vibronic
approach to Raman scattering is reviewed. In Sec. III, this
applied to the two level system~ethylene! in the Hückel
approximation. Both the Condon and Herzberg–Teller term
are calculated. In Sec. IV, finite and infinite polyenes ar
treated in the same manner and formulas are derived for t
Condon and Herzberg–Teller contributions. It is shown tha
the Condon term dominates in the resonant region due to
stronger resonant terms. Finally, in Sec. V, these results a
discussed and compared to earlier work.

II. RAMAN CROSS SECTION

The vibronic approach6 for Raman scattering starts from
the standard second order perturbation theory in the syste
radiation interaction. The Raman amplitude from vibroni
stateuG,m& to uG,n& is given by the Kramers–Heisenberg–
Dirac formula

R5
1

\ (
E,v

S ^G,numuE,v&^E,vumuG,m&
vEv,Gm2vL1 ig

1
^G,numuE,v&^E,vumuG,m&

vEv,Gn1vL1 ig D , ~1!

where m5eSxk is the dipole operator. Within the Born–
Oppenheimer approximation, the vibronic states can be wr
ten as products of electronic and vibrational states

uG,m&5uG&umG~Q!&, uG,n&5uG&unG~Q!&,

uE,v&5uE&uvE~Q!&, ~2!

where uG& and uE& are the electronic ground and excited
state, respectively,umG(Q)& and unG(Q)& are the initial and
42514251/10/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physics
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4252 B.-Y. Jin and R. Silbey: Resonance Raman scattering for polyenes
final vibrational states, anduvE(Q)& is the intermediate vi-
brational state. Transition moments between vibronic sta
are given by

^G,numuE,v&5^nG~Q!umGE~Q!uvE~Q!&, ~3!

wheremGE(Q)5^G(Q)umuE(Q)& is the electronic transition
moment between adiabatic statesuG(Q)& and uE(Q)&, and
umG& and uvE& are vibrational states on the ground and e
cited potential surfaces, respectively. Making a vibronic e
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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pansion at the equilibrium geometry of the ground electroni
state, we obtain~to lowest order in the vibrational coordi-
nate!

mEG~Q!5mEG
0 ~Q0!1mEG8 ~Q0!~Q2Q0!, ~4!

mGE
0 is the electronic transition moment taken at equilibrium

position of the nuclei. Substituting Eq.~4! into Eq. ~1!,
the Raman amplitudeR becomes a sum of two terms:
R5A1B, which are given by
A5
1

\ (
E,v

mGE
0 mEG

0 ^nGuvE&^vEumG&S 1

vEv,Gm2vL1 ig
1

1

vEv,Gn1vL1 ig D ~5!

and

B5
1

\ (
E,v

FmGE
0 S ]mEG

]Q D
Q0

^nGuvE&^vEuQumG&1S ]mGE

]Q D
Q0

mEG
0 ^nGuQuvE&^vEumG&G

3S 1

vEv,Gm2vL1 ig
1

1

vEv,Gn1vL1 ig D , ~6!
l

9

s
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-
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respectively. If we make a Herzberg–Teller expansion for
excited vibronic state, the transition moment derivatives
Eq. ~4! and ~6! can be written in terms of the vibronic cou
pling matrix elements between different excited states, i
^E8u(]H/]Q)Q0

uE&, while theA terms involve only the di-
agonal part of excited state vibronic coupling matrix, i.e
^Eu(]H/]Q)Q0

uE&. Vibronic interactions between groun
and excited states, the so-called Albrecht’sC terms, are usu-
ally small and will be neglected. In the rest of this paper, w
will concentrate on the Raman fundamentals, i.e., terms
volving Frank–Condon factors:^1GuvE&^vEu0G& for Condon
contributions and ^1GuQuvE&^vEu0G& and ^1GuvE&
^vEuQu0G& for the Herzberg–Teller contributions.

III. TWO-LEVEL SYSTEM: ETHYLENE

We first consider the simplestp-electron system: eth-
ylene, which can be described by the Hamiltonia
H5f (r )1b(r )(c1

1c21c2
1c1) in the Hückel approximation

whereb(r ) is the resonance integral between sites 1 an
and f (r ) is s-bond compressional energy. We assum
that b(r ) is given by the exponential function12 b(r )
52A exp~2r /B!. Following Kürti and Kuzmany,Ab and
Bb are given by 234.5 eV and 0.3075 Å, respective
With the exponentialansatzfor the resonance integral and
linear bond-order–bond-length relationship,13,8 i.e.,
r5R12(R12R2)p(r ), the s bond energy, f (r )52b(r )
(r2R11B)/(R12R2), can be obtained by the equilibrium
condition (]EG/]r )050 whereR151.54 Å andR251.33 Å
are the bond lengths of pure single and double bonds, res
tively. Since only one optically allowed singlet state is in
volved in the Raman scattering, the Hamiltonian can be s
plified to a two-level system coupled with a singl
vibrational degree of freedom:
the
in
-
.e.,

.,
d

e
in-

n

d 2
e

ly.
a

pec-
-
im-
e

H5@ f ~r !12b~r !#uG&^Gu1 f ~r !uE&^Eu. ~7!

This implies that the excited electronic state is a pure single
bond while the ground state is a pure double bond. Using
Kürti and Kuzmany’s parameters for polyenes, we find that
the displacement in the excited state for this simplified mode
is 0.21 Å, which is about 5 times larger than the value in
Yaron and Silbey14 @but is close to the change in
X̃(1Sg

1)→B̃(3P0u
1 ) of I2, ;0.35 Å ~Ref. 3!#, and the force

constants for the ground and excited state are 15.98 and 8.0
mdyne/Å, respectively. We use the harmonic approximation
for the two potential surfaces. The excited state frequency i
reduced to almost one-half of the ground state frequency
because the excited state has a strong antibonding charac
in this model of ethylene. A difference in frequency has a
stronger effect on̂nGuvE&^vEu0G& for then-even overtones,
the effect on the Raman fundamental and odd overtones be
ing absent or very weak. Since we are only interested in
Raman fundamentals, the frequency change will be ne
glected in the following discussion. The difference in energy
between the minima of the two electronic states is denoted a
D.

A. Condon contribution

The Raman amplitude in the Condon approximation for
a two-level system is

A5
uM ~Q0!u2

\ (
v

^1GuvE&^vEu0G&

3S 1

D1vvp2vL1 ig
1

1

D1~v21!vp1vL1 ig D ,
~8!
, No. 10, 8 March 1995
license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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4253B.-Y. Jin and R. Silbey: Resonance Raman scattering for polyenes
whereM (Q0)5mGE
0 , vL is the laser frequency andvp the

vibrational frequency. General recursion relations for on
dimensional Franck–Condon overlap has been worked
by Manneback.15 When the oscillator is displaced in the ex
cited state relative to the ground state, but has the same
quency in the ground and excited state, the Frank–Con
factors for the Raman fundamental are given by

^1GuvE&^vEu0G&5
d

&
~ u^0GuvE&u22u^0Guv21E&u2!, ~9!

where we introduce a dimensionless quantityd defined as
d5lE/(^0uQ2u0&)1/2 to characterize the size of the displac
ment of the excited state relative to the ground state withlE
the displacement for the stateuE&. In the normal Raman re-
gion,vL!D1vvp , the summation over all vibrational lev
els of the excited state can be completed. To the lowest o
in vp/D in Eq. ~8!, the Condon contribution is given by14

A5d
vp

D

uM ~Q0
G!u2

D
1O S vp

D D 2. ~10!

Close to resonance, the completeness relation is no lon
useful, but we can now assume only two vibronic states,u0E&
and u1E& are important. Hence, theA term can be simplified
as

A5
uM ~Q0!u2

\ S ^1Gu0E&^0Eu0G&
D2vL1 ig

1
^1Gu1E&^1Eu0G&
D1vp2vL1 ig D ,

(11)

where only most resonant terms are kept. The Franc
Condon factors in Eq.~11! can be obtained by expanding th
vibrational wave functions of the excited states as

uvE&5e2 ilEP/\uvG&5uvG&2 i
lEP

\
uvG&

2
lE
2P2

2\2 uvG&1••• , ~12!

whereP5(mpvp\/2)
1/2i (a2a1) is the displacement gen

erator. Hence, theA term becomes

A5
1

\
lEuM ~Q0!u2^1Gu

iP

\
u0G&

3S 1

D2vL1 ig
2

1

D1vp2vL1 ig D . ~13!

After some manipulation, we obtain

A5
d

2\

vp

D

uM ~Q0!u2

D

3S 1

~12vL /D1 ig/D!~12vS /D1 ig/D! D , ~14!

wherevs5vL2vp is the frequency of the Raman~Stokes!
lines. In the adiabatic limit~vp!D!, Eq. ~14! becomes

A5
d

2\

vp

D

uM ~Q0!u2

D
~12x!22, ~15!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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with x5vL/D. We have assumedg→0 in Eq.~15! in order to
compare with the result obtained in the solid state limit.

B. Herzberg–Teller contribution

The Herzberg–Teller contribution for the ethylene is
given by [(M (Q)5mEG(Q)]

B5
2

\
~^0uQ2u0&!1/2M ~Q0!S ]M ~Q!

]Q D
Q0

3S 1

D2vL1 ig
1

1

D1vL1 ig D . ~16!

The relative dependence of theA andB terms depends on
the magnitude ofuM (Q0)u and u(]M (Q)/]Q)0u. In the case
of ethylene, the transition moment can be approximated a
Q/2. Instead of using the usual Herzberg–Teller expansio
for the vibronic wave function,14,16the derivative of the elec-
tronic transition moments with respect to the vibrational co-
ordinate can be calculated directly and is equal to1

2 for eth-
ylene, so that the Herzberg–Teller term becomes

B5
2

\
~^0uQ2u0&!1/2

uM ~Q0!u2

Q0
S 1

D2vL
1

1

D1vL
D .

~17!

In the static limit ~vL50!, the ratio between theA and B
terms is 1.6. TheA term is more important, but the
Herzberg–Teller term is not negligible.16 Close to resonance,
the B term goes like~12x!21, while theA term goes like
~12x!22. Hence, theA term dominates at resonance.

IV. FROM FINITE POLYENES TO THE TWO-BAND
SYSTEM: POLYACETYLENE

The Hückel Hamiltonian withs-bond compression is
used for polyenes:8,12,14,17

H5(
n

b~r n!~cn
1cn111cn11

1 cn!1(
n

f ~r n!. ~18!

For a perfect dimerized chain with cyclic boundary condi-
tion, the eigenvaluevk for the one electron orbitaluk& is
given byvk5@b1

21b2
212b1b2 cos(ka)#

1/2, whereb1 andb2
are the resonance integrals for the single and double bond
respectively, anda is the unit cell length.

The relevant vibrational modes in the resonance Rama
scattering are those with large projection on the dimerizatio
mode. In the cyclic chain, the dimerization mode corre-
sponds to theK50 mode.18 In the linear open chain, trans-
lational symmetry is lost and theK50 mode does not exist;
thus, Kürti et al.8 define aJa mode for finite linear chains
which converges to theK50 mode asN→`. For simplicity,
we neglect the two-dimensional structure of polyenes, s
there is only one optical phonon strongly coupled to elec
tronic degrees of freedom. It is then straightforward to selec
out the Ja mode of a linear polyene by diagonalizing the
Wilson GF matrix.8 The force matrixF is calculated by tak-
ing the second derivative of total energy with respect to the
bond length19
, No. 10, 8 March 1995
license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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4254 B.-Y. Jin and R. Silbey: Resonance Raman scattering for polyenes
Fi j5S ]2ET~r 1 ,r 2 ,...,r N!

]r i]r j
D
0

~19!

5d i j S d2f ~r i !dri
2 12pi~r !

d2b~r i !

dri
2 D

1p i j

db~r i !

dri

db~r j !

dr j
, ~20!

where the terms in the large parentheses represent a local
force constant, the second term corresponds to a delocali
force constant, andp i j52]pi~r !/]bj is the bond–bond po-
larizability. After diagonalizing the GF matrix, we can easily
choose the dimerization mode which corresponds to a sho
ening of the single bond and a lengthening of double bon
This mode is theJa mode for a linear chain and theK50
mode for a cyclic chain. The dimerization modes for the th
linear and cyclic chain are then given by, respectively,

QJa5A2/N(
j

~21! jsin
jp

N
dr j , ~21!

QK505A1/N(
j

~21! jdr j , ~22!

respectively. Due to the difference betweenK50 and Ja
modes, the vibrational spectra of cyclic and linear chain
with the same length are different. Even though the equili
rium configuration for the linear chain differs from cyclic
chain only around the boundary layer~usually a few unit
cells!, and becomes negligible asN→`, theJamode for the
linear chain is always different from theK50 mode of cyclic
chain with the same chain length, and, in particular, in th
displacement of the 1Bu potential surface. We define the dis
placement byl5QE02QG0. Within the Huckel model given
in Eq. ~18!, it is straightforward to calculate this displace
ment as a function of the number of double bonds, along t
K50 mode for cyclic chains and along theJa mode for
linear chains. We find that, for largeN ~N.60!, these dis-
placements~and, hence, the Franck–Condon factors! have
the same functional dependence onN, except for a numerical
factor. In Fig. 1, we plot the displacement of the cyclic chai
along theK50 mode,l~K50!, and the displacement of the
linear chain along theJa mode,l(Ja), as functions ofN.
We find quantitative agreement between the former for 2N
with the latter forN. That is, the cyclic chain of length 2N
has the same displacement as the linear chain of lengthN. In
addition, for largeN, the cyclic chain has essentially the
same displacement along theK50 coordinate as it does
along theJa coordinate. Since we are interested in largeN
we may perform our calculations on cyclic chains with th
strongly coupledK50 modes, and be confident that the sam
trends apply for linear chains. We will therefore concentra
on the Raman scattering of the cyclic chains in the rest
this paper.

A. Condon contribution

In order to calculate the Frank–Condon overla
^nGuvE&, the excited state potential surfaces are approx
mated as simple displaced harmonic oscillators.20,21 Hence,
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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the excited state vibrational wave functions can be expand
in terms of the ground vibrational states, i.e., the expansio
in Eq. ~12!. The first term in the expansion gives only elastic
scattering, while the second and third terms are responsib
for one and two phonon scattering, respectively. In the larg
N limit, the displacementlE 5 2kG

21(]eEG /]Q)Q0
,

where kG is the force constant for theK50 mode in the
ground~and excited! state andeEG is the energy of the ex-
cited state relative to the ground state. For polyacetylen
lE}N21/2, thus in the limit of large chains, only the linear
term in lE need be considered.22 This is different from the
calculation for the two-level system in Sec. III, where a sum
over all intermediate vibrational states in the excited state
necessary for normal Raman scattering. TheA term is then
given by

A5
1

\ (
E,v

mGE
0 mEG

0 ~^1GuvG&^vGu ilEP/\u0G&

2^1Gu ilEP/\uvG&^vGu0G&!S 1

vEG1vvp2vL1 ig

1
1

vEG1~v21!vp1vL1 ig D , ~23!

wherevEG is the energy difference between the two potentia
minima andvp is the vibrational frequency. In contrast with
our previous results where we replacedlE by l0, the dis-
placement of the LUMO~lowest unoccupied molecular or-
bital! along the dimerization mode,10 here the lattice dis-
placement inuE& is evaluated explicitly: lE5l0D/vEG

~the derivation is given in Appendix A!.23 Using the ortho-
normal property,̂ vGumG&5dv,m , theA term can be simpli-
fied to

FIG. 1. Displacement~l! of excited state~1Bu! potential surface relative to
the ground state along the dimerization coordinate for linear and cyc
polyenes with different chain lengths. Potential surfaces for the linear chai
for N,29 are very anharmonic, so their lattice displacements are not show
, No. 10, 8 March 1995
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A5
1

\

1

2~^0uQ2u0&!1/2 (
E

lEmGE
0 mEG

0 S 1

vEG2vS1 ig

2
1

vEG2vL1 ig
2

1

vEG1vS1 ig

1
1

vEG1vL1 ig D ~24!

wherevS5vL2vp is the scattered light frequency for the
Stokes Raman line andvS5vL1vp for the anti-Stokes Ra-
man line. Defining the functionf A~v! as24

f A~v!5
1

\ (
E

D

vEG
mGE
0 mEG

0

3S 1

vEG2v1 ig
2

1

vEG1v1 ig D , ~25!

the Condon term can be written as

A5
l0

2~^0uQ2u0&!1/2
@ f A~vS!2 f A~vL!#. ~26!

Far from resonance, bothvL2vEG andvS2vEG are much
larger than the phonon frequencyvp , and the finite differ-
ence in Eq.~26! can be replaced by a derivative with respec
to vL . Then we find the following expression for the Condo
term of the Raman amplitude:

A5
l0vp

2~^0uQ2u0&!1/2 S d fA~v!

dv D
vL

, ~27!

which is similar to the results found in the solid stat
literature.2,7 Equation~26! and its approximate, Eq.~27!, are
generally true for any large system in all dimensions in th
nonresonant region.

In the largeN limit, f A(vL) can be replaced by an inte-
gral over the first Brillouin zone,8,17,28

f A~vL!5
2N

\

a

2p E
2p/a

p/a

dk
D

2vk
uV~k!u2S 1

2vk2vL1 ig

2
1

2vk1vL1 ig D
5
2N

\

a

2p E
4t0 sinh x0

4t0 coshx0
de

D

e
Nd~e!uV~e!u2

3S 1

e2vL1 ig
2

1

e1vL1 ig D , ~28!

whereNd~e! is the joint density of states,e ~52vk! is the
transition energy atk, and t0 and x0 are defined byt0
5 Abe

2a/2Bb andx05Bb
21(r 12r 2)/2, respectively. In deriv-

ing Eq.~28! from Eq. ~25!, we have replaced the summation
over many electron wave functionsuE& by the summation
over single electron wave functionsuk& and the transition
matrix element ^EumuG& by V(k), which is given by
V5iae22~b1

22b2
2!. The main contribution to Eq.~28! comes

from regions around the critical points in the joint density o
states which are defined by the conditionde(k)/dk50. For
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102,
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t

e

f

polyacetylene, the critical point is at the Fermi surface~i.e.,
kF5p/a!. We make the parabolic approximation7 around the
Fermi surface for the energy band, so that the joint density o
states~including spin degeneracy! can be simplified to

Nd~e!5p21~me /2!1/2~e2D!21/2Q~e/D!,

whereme ~5\2 sinhx0/a
2t0! is the reduced mass of the in-

terband transition,D ~54t0 sinhx0! is the energy gap, and
Q(x) is Heaviside step function.f A~v! can be calculated
analytically forg→01 by extending the upper limit tò :

f A~v!5F~D! lim
g→01

1

p E
D

`

deS D

e D 5 1

~e2D!1/2

3S 1

e2vL1 ig
2

1

e1vL1 ig D ~29!

5F~D!D21/2gS v

D D , ~30!

where

F~D!5
2N

\

a

2p S \vF
D D 2Sme

2 D 1/2, ~31!

g~x!5x25S 222
3

4
x22

35

64
x41~12x!21/2

1~11x!21/2D ~32!

andvF ~5t0a/\! is the Fermi velocity for undimerized poly-
acetylene. The signs of the square roots of Eq.~32! are de-
termined by drawing a cut in the complexv plane fromv50
to 2`. From Eq.~27!, the Raman amplitude is proportional
to the derivative off A~v! with respect to the laser frequency:

S d fA~v!

dv D
vL

5F~D!D23/2\S vL

D D , ~33!

where

h~x!5x25@10x211 9
4 x1 35

64 x
325x21~12x!21/2

25x21~11x!21/21 1
2~12x!23/2

2 1
2~11x!23/2#. ~34!

Substituting Eq.~33! into Eq. ~27!, we obtain the Condon
contribution to the Raman amplitude:

A5G~D,dN!hS vL

D D , ~35!

where

G~D,dN!5~A2N/2p!x0dN
\vp

D

uV~D!u2

D
, ~36!

the dimensionless measure of the displacement of oscillator
is defined here as

dN5A2Nl0 /A^0uQ2u0& ~37!

andV~D! is the transition moment at band edge. This result
is very similar to the result for the two-level system except
No. 10, 8 March 1995
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4256 B.-Y. Jin and R. Silbey: Resonance Raman scattering for polyenes
for some extra factors,A2N andx0. The factorA2N keeps
the Raman cross section size consistent and the factox0
gives a measure for the bond alternation@see Eqs.~10! and
~15!#. For polyacetylene, x050.15, D51.5 eV,
(^0uQ2u0&)1/250.055 Å, d`558.2, \vp50.21 eV, V~D!
54.70 Å, andG/A2N 5 2.89 Å2/eV.

Close to resonance,f A(vL ,D)5 f A(vL2D); hence,
d fA(vL)/dvL52d fA(vL)/dD. The most resonant term o
f A goes like ~D2vL!

21/2, so that the singularity for
d fA(vL)/dvL goes like~D2vL!

23/2. This result is consistent
with the result from the Green function approach for pol
acetylene with infinite chain length.11 If we compare this
result with Eq.~15! for the two-level system, there is an extr
factor of ~12x!1/2 which comes from square root singularit
of density of states. Far from resonance, i.e., normal Ram
scattering, we haveh(x)'0.451O ~x2! asx→0.25

B. Herzberg–Teller contribution

The Herzberg–Teller contribution comes from the d
pendence of the electronic transition moment on the nucl
coordinate. Following a procedure similar to the Cond
term, we obtain

B5
2

\
~^0uQ2u0&!1/22N

a

2p E
2p/a

p/a

dkV~k!

3S dV~k!

dQ D
Q0

S 1

2vk2vL
1

1

2vk1vL
D ~38!

to the lowest order inN, where

S dV~k!

dQ D
Q0

52
ia

Bb~2N!1/2
t0
2

vk
2

S cosh 2x022 sinh2 2x0
t0
2

vk
2D . ~39!

A factor of 2 in Eq. ~38! comes from the neglect of the
phonon frequencyvp relative to the laser frequency for thi
term. The leading term of the (dV(k)/dQ)Q0

as N→` is
proportional toN21/2 which is exactly the same as the a
ymptotic behavior ofl in the Condon term. Hence, to th
lowest order inN, both Condon and Herzberg–Teller term
should be considered. In order to determine which term
dominant in different spectral regions, we must compare
coefficients of these two terms. Changing the integrat
from k to e, theB ~Herzberg–Teller! term can be simplified
to

B52
2

\

~^0uQ2u0&!1/2

~2N!1/2
2N

a

2p

3E
D

4t0 coshx0
deNd~e!M ~e!S 1

e2vL
1

1

e1vL
D , ~40!

where

M ~e!5
a2

16Bbx0
3

D4

e4 S 112x0
222

D2

e2 D ~41!
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in the smallx0 limit. The transition element vanishes in the
equal bond length limit~i.e., x050!, as seen from the one
band picture for the undimerized polymer, where the sele
tion rule for the interband transition restricts the transitio
rate to be zero.26 Making a quadratic approximation for the
energy band and extending the upper limit for the integrati
to infinity, the Herzberg–Teller term becomes

B522G~D,dN! f BS vL

D D , ~42!

where

f B~x!5x24$2 1
224x0

214x221~ 11
322

3
2x0

2!x2

1~112x0
222x22!@~12x!21/21~11x!21/2#%.

~43!

Now, the Raman amplitude from both Condon an
Herzberg–Teller terms can be combined into one equatio

R5G~D,dN!FhS vL

D D22 f BS vL

D D G . ~44!

The resonant term in the Herzberg–Teller contribution go
like ~D2vL!

21/2. This singularity is weaker than the Condon
term in the resonance region; hence, the Condon terms do
nate in the resonance region. Far away from resonan
2 f B(x);20.661O ~x2! as x→0, which is slightly larger
than the contribution from the Condon terms~see Fig. 2!. For
small molecules far from resonance, the Condon term
larger than the Herzberg–Teller term for totally symmetr
modes since the Condon term corresponds to the diago
element in the vibronic coupling, while the Herzberg–Telle
term comes from the off-diagonal coupling between differe
electronic states.6 In general then, except for nontotally sym

FIG. 2. Comparison of different contributions to the Raman excitation pr
file for a polyene of infinite length as a function of laser frequency,x. The
solid line is the Condon contribution,uh(x)u, @Eq. ~34!#. The dashed line is
the Herzberg–Teller contribution, 2u f B(x)u. The dotted line is the sum of the
two contributions,uh(x)22 f B(x)u. The dotted-dashed line is the Raman
profile calculated by AMM theory~Ref. 28!.
, No. 10, 8 March 1995
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4257B.-Y. Jin and R. Silbey: Resonance Raman scattering for polyenes
metric modes the Condon (A) term is usually more impor-
tant than the Herzberg–Teller (B) term. For large molecules
however, if the displacement,l, of the excited state vanishe
asN→`, it is then difficult to estimate which term is domi
nant. In Fig. 2, we plot the various contributions to the R
man amplitude using Eq.~44!, as a function of laser fre-
quency,x5v/D. Figure 2 shows that the Herzberg–Telle
(B) term is slightly larger than the Condon (A) term in the
normal Raman region for polyacetylene. This is quanti
tively different from the small molecule result in Sec. III.

There are two effects not taken into account in this tre
ment. Equation~44! implies that the fundamental Rama
cross section should be proportional to square of the dim
sionless displacement,d2. However, the interference in the
Raman amplitude in a system with more than one vibratio
degree of freedom can cause the relative intensity of diff
ent lines to vary strongly with the excitation wavelength.
addition, allowing the normal modes of the excited state
differ from those of the ground state, i.e., Duschinsky ro
tion, will also introduce extra complication for the prese
theory. As has been shown by Yeunget al.27 for small sys-
tems, allowing the force constants between ground and
cited state to be different and including Duschinsky rotati
do not affect the results to first order invp/D. In the absence
of these two effects, the generalization to the multimode s
tems is straightforward.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Thus far, we have discussedN52 andN5`. In order to
discuss intermediateN, we have numerically calculated th
A andB terms for finite chains by directly summing over a
electronic states. The results are shown in Figs. 3 and
where we plot theA ~Condon! and B ~Herzberg–Teller!
terms as a function ofN for three laser frequencies. BothA
andB terms are significantly enhanced when the laser f

FIG. 3. Chain length (N) dependence of the Condon contribution to th
Raman amplitude for three laser frequencies: dashed line~x50!; dotted-
dashed line~x50.4D!; solid line ~x50.8D!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
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quency is close to band gap. The qualitative behaviors o
chain length dependence at different laser frequencies are
same for both the Condon and Herzberg–Teller terms. Th
chain length dependence of Condon contribution to the pre
resonance Raman scattering~see Fig. 3! shows an interesting
trend: instead of approaching to solid state limit from be
low the B term, it becomes larger than the solid state limi
for N;30 and then approaches the solid state limit from
above. Note thatN close to 30 is the region where Duschin-
sky rotation becomes important. There is another peak
N;20 in the Condon term which comes from the subtle
chain length dependence of the electron-phonon couplingl,
which is a maximum aroundN;20 and then decreases to
zero asN→`. The resonance enhancement of the Condo
term for short polyenes is larger than longer polyenes for tw
reasons: the dimensionless electron-phonon couplingdN is
larger for short chains, and the dimensionless resonant fac
h(x) goes like ~12x!22 for short chains, but goes like
~12x!23/2 for long chains.

In general, the Herzberg–Teller contribution is not im-
portant in the resonance region for allN, but on the other
hand it is not negligible in the off-resonance region as show
in Fig. 5, where we plot the ratiouA/Bu as function ofN. For
N5` and far from resonance, the contribution of the
Herzberg–Teller term to the Raman amplitude become
slightly larger than that of the Condon terms. The ratiouA/Bu
approaches a constant when the chain length reaches ab
30 in the off-resonance region. Close to resonance,uA/Bu
saturates at a slower rate.

In Table I, we give a comparison of the ratio of theA
andB terms for finite polyenes with several different lengths
and polyacetylene at four different laser frequencies. Com
paring the results in Table I with Fig. 5, we can see the rati
A/B does converge asN→`. Note that the values ofN5` in
Table I calculated byuh(x)/2 f Bu are larger than the results
of finite chain calculation because of numerical approxima
tions: we have applied a quadratic approximation and ex

e FIG. 4. Chain length (N) dependence of the Herzberg–Teller contribution
to the Raman amplitude for three laser frequencies: dashed line~x50!;
dotted-dashed line~x50.4D!; solid line ~x50.8D!.
2, No. 10, 8 March 1995
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4258 B.-Y. Jin and R. Silbey: Resonance Raman scattering for polyenes
tended the upper limit of the integration to infinity in evalu
atingh(x) and f B(x) for N5` @see Eqs.~29! and ~42!#.

Figure 2 shows the dependence of 2u f B(x)u and uh(x)u
on the incident laser frequency in the solid state limit. Clos
to resonance, the Condon term is much larger than t
Herzberg–Teller term due to much stronger singularity fo
the Condon term, while in the normal nonresonance Ram
region, the Condon term is slightly smaller than th
Herzberg–Teller term. In order to compare to the solid sta
results, we also plot the Raman amplitude from the amp
tude mode theory28 ~AMM ! in Fig. 2. The agreement with
the AMM is very good in the resonance region since th
singular behavior for the Condon term and the AMM theor
are the same at resonance. The discrepancy in the
resonance region comes from the neglect of nonresonant d
grams in the AMM calculation. The effect of finite values o
vp and g are important in the resonance region. Figure
shows the Raman excited profiles from the Condon ter
alone for different damping factorsg. The two peaks corre-
spond to the incoming and outgoing resonance
respectively.8 The difference between the two peaks is equ
to vp/D. The phonon structure in the Fig. 6 is graduall
smeared by increasing the damping factor,g.

It has been argued7,8 that because the potential surface
are nearly the same for the ground and excited states

FIG. 5. Ratio of the Condon contribution to the Herzberg–Teller contribu
tion to the Raman amplitude as a function of chain length (N) for four laser
frequencies: dashed line~x50!; dotted-dashed line~x50.4D!; solid line
~x50.8D!; dotted line~x50.9999D!.

TABLE I. Ratio of the Condon (A) and Herzberg–Teller (B) contributions
at several incident laser frequencies;lk5l is used here.

v/Eg N5101 N5499 N5989 N51969 N5`

0.99 56.18 30.45 28.11 26.98 33.38
0.8 2.7716 2.16 2.09 2.05 2.52
0.4 0.9826 0.80 0.77 0.76 0.96
0 0.7545 0.62 0.60 0.59 0.74
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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solid and large molecules, the contribution of theA terms to
the Raman scattering vanishes because the Franck–Cond
overlap between two vibronic states with different vibra-
tional quantum number in the ground and excited electronic
states is zero. However, we have shown in this work that the
displacement of the potential curves,l, in theA term and the
derivative of the transition moment with respective to normal
modeQ, (dV/dQ)Q0

, in theB term both go asN21/2, as the
number of unit cellsN goes to infinity. The contributions of
both terms to the Raman cross section~}uRu2! are then pro-
portional to the size of the system in the solid state limit. In
other words, bothA andB are extensive quantities. Although
the size dependence of the two terms are the same, the si
gular behaviors around and far away from resonance as
function of laser frequency are different. TheA term is pro-
portional to the derivative off A~v! with respect to the laser
frequency, while the asymptotic behavior of theB term close
to the resonance is the same asf A~v!. Hence, the resonant
behavior for theA term is stronger thatB term. The higher
order Raman scattering terms go likeO ~1! which can be
neglected in the thermodynamic limit, so that only first order
Raman scattering is important when there is no strong disor
der resulting in localization. The connection between the vi-
bronic picture of the Raman scattering and the third order
perturbation theory used by solid state physics is now clear
It is theA term which converges to the solid state limit in the
resonance region even though the excited state potential su
face is displaced only toO ~N21/2! with respect to the ground
state. Therefore, the vibronic picture is more general than th
amplitude mode model in the sense that it provides a way to
describe Raman scattering for polymers from short chains to
infinite chain length.

We only considered the influence of geometry changes
along the dimerization mode for linear and cyclic chains with
different chain length on the RRS spectrum in the presen

-FIG. 6. Condon contribution as a function of laser frequency,x, for a finite
value of phonon frequency and broadening. Herevp50.1D has been chosen.
The curves from the top down correspond to broadening,g, of 0, 0.01D,
0.02D, and 0.03D, respectively.
, No. 10, 8 March 1995
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4259B.-Y. Jin and R. Silbey: Resonance Raman scattering for polyenes
work. However, it is well known that the 1Bu excited state
decays to a charged soliton-antisoliton pair in a few femt
seconds whenp electrons are treated by Hu¨ckel model.29,30

By including electron correlation at single excitation con
figuration interaction level, we will show in a later paper tha
the relaxed geometry of the 1Bu excited state is a self-
trapped exciton.31 Higher order Raman processes can be i
duced through interaction with these local distortions. D
pendence of the excitation profile on the fast relaxation alo
these direction is currently under study.

Furthermore, the importance of the relative intensities
different modes also been pointed out by Schafferet al.32 in
their experiments on the resonance Raman spectra for
oligomers with 3–13 double bonds. As we have mentione
in Sec. III, the interference in the Raman amplitude for th
multimode systems can cause the relative intensity of diffe
ent lines to vary strongly with the excitation wavelength
hence a generalization to the multimode theory which c
apply to both small molecules and bulk materials is e
tremely complicated.
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APPENDIX A: ELECTRON-PHONON COUPLING

Along the normal coordinateQ, the excited state poten-
tial surface is given byEE(Q)5EG(Q)1ek(Q). At equilib-
rium points of ground and excited states
(]EG/]Q)G05(]EE/]Q)E050, respectively.

S ]EG~Q!

]Q D
E0

2S ]EG~Q!

]Q D
G0

5S ]2EE~Q!

]Q2 D
E0

~QE02QG0!. ~A1!

Hence, the lattice displacement of the excited state w
wave vectork relative to the ground state is given by

lk52kE
21 ]ek

]Q
~A2!

5l0

D

2vk
, ~A3!

wherekE 5 @]2EE(Q)/]Q
2#Q0

andl0 5 4t0 /kEA2N.

APPENDIX B: COMPARISON WITH PLACZEK’S
POLARIZABILITY THEORY

We will show the connection between our approach an
the standard polarizability theory7,33,34 in this Appendix. In
the off-resonance region, one can define the electronic po
izability as
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102,
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a~Q,v!5
1

\ (
E

mGE~Q!mEG~Q!S 1

vEG~Q!2v1 ig

1
1

vEG~Q!1v1 ig D . ~B1!

The electronic polarizability,a~v!, is different fromf A~v! in
the off-resonance region, buta~v!;f A~v! close to resonance
since nonresonance terms can be neglected. When we e
panda~Q,v! as a function of a normal coordinate,

a~Q,v!5a~Q0 ,v!1S ]a~Q,v!

]Q D
0

~Q2Q0!

1
1

2 S ]2a~Q,v!

]Q2 D
0

~Q2Q0!
21••• , ~B2!

where the first term gives elastic scattering, and the secon
term causes first-order Raman scattering,

S ]a~Q,v!

]Q D
0

5
1

\ (
E

mGE
0 mEG

0 S 1

~vEG2v1 ig!2
1

1

~vEG1v1 ig!2D
3S dvEG

dQ D
0

1
1

\ (
E

F S dmGE

dQ D
0

mEG
0

1mGE
0 S dmEG

dQ D
0

G S 1

vEG2v1 ig
1

1

vEG1v1 ig D .
~B3!

Equation~50! contains two terms which are similar to theA
andB terms in the vibronic approach. However, from Eqs.
~25! and ~27!, we get

S d fA~v!

dv D
vL

5(
E

mGE
0 mEG

0 S 1

~vEG2v1 ig!2

1
1

~vEG1v1 ig!2D . ~B4!

Using the result from Appendix A, (dvEG/dQ)0 is exactly
lE . Applying the approximationlE;l, the first term in Eq.
~50! is exactly the Condon term, while the second term cor
responds to the Herzberg–Teller terms. Equation~50! also
shows different resonant behavior possible in the first an
second terms. With additional powers invEG2v1 ig, the
first term is more strongly resonant than the second term. I
one-dimensional systems, the square root singularity in th
density of states introduces a12 factor. Therefore, we get as-
ymptotic behaviors for both theA andB terms close to reso-
nance as in Eqs.~34! and ~43!. Making a Herzberg–Teller
expansion, the transition moment derivative can be written in
terms of off-diagonal coupling to the other electronic states
which can be in the same or different bands. Hence
Herzberg–Teller terms contribute to both two- and three
band Raman processes in the solid state limit for the totall
symmetric modes. For nontotally symmetric modes, we can
No. 10, 8 March 1995
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4260 B.-Y. Jin and R. Silbey: Resonance Raman scattering for polyenes
not have Herzberg–Teller coupling in the same band by sy
metry, so that only three-band processes are allowed in t
case.
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